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Quantum Healing & Consciousness

Part 1: Introduction to the Secret of Quantum Healing - Dr Paul Drouin
- Healing in the Quantum World Responds to a Set of Laws & Archetypes
- Consciousness, Intelligence and purposefulness
- Subtle Bodies and Layer of Information
  - Quantum Healing & Invisible Patterns
  - Discovery of the Neuropeptides & Plasticity of the brain
  - The Subatomic Tango & Co-creativity

Part 2: Alchemy of Healing
- Taoist & Ayurvedic Medicine contains the mystery of health
- Genetics: Past & Future
- The “Shadowy” Imprint
- Cosmic DNA-Morphogenetic field
- Intelligent Pathways- Taoist Medicine
- Definitive Healing & Quantum Creativity
- A Radical Decision
- Biological Conflicts & New Quantum Medicine
- Connection of the Psyche & Disease
- Super Conscious & Lack Of Awareness
- Brain & Light
- Critical Point
- Butterfly effect

The Secret of Quantum Healing
Healing in the Quantum world respond to a set of laws
Consciousness a force that most of Us undervalue
Through this new perspective, ancient and modern science can be reconciled.
Spontaneous remissions

DISCLAIMER: All IQUIM course materials and any recommendations in them, as well as any recommendations made by instructors or staff, are provided for educational purposes only and are not intended to replace diagnosis and treatment by a licensed medical practitioner.

- IQUIM strongly advises students and graduates to avoid any professional conduct that could be interpreted as examining, diagnosing, or treating clients for any disease, disorder, injury, or physical or mental condition.
- IQUIM cannot be held responsible for a student’s interpretation of any international, federal, provincial or state laws. Please consult your own legislature for the exact laws pertaining to the practice of medicine and naturopathy.
- Any commercial products (equipment, products, books, etc.) used in this presentation are for demonstration purposes only. Reference to particular products and companies are for information only and do not constitute an endorsement by the presenter or IQUIM.
- The SCIO or iNDIGO system is a biofeedback Multimedia system. It is designed for stress detection or stress therapy. The device can not and does not diagnose any disease other than stress.
- The device measures reactivity to many homeopathics but these reactivity patterns are only pre diagnostic.
- Only a licensed diagnostician can diagnose a patient. This device is a tool for stress diagnosis and therapy.
- The reactivity probabilities of diseases listed by the device need to be confirmed by a licensed diagnostician.
- The SCIO system does not diagnose disease it lists reaction scores.
Mental Mind: Discontinuity
Discontinuity exhibit in the phenomenon of Creativity

Gifts of Quantum Physics to Quantum Medicine
- Nonlocality
- Tangled Hierarchy
- Discontinuous leap in consciousness

Quantum Creativity is the Path to Understand the Quantum Leap
- Spontaneous healing testimonies of quantum leaps in the supramental (Deepak Chopra)
- Quantum Leap releases from the Supramental a new context and new meanings that allow for Quantum creativity

Quantum Healing
- To make happen something new (healing), something different as to be down (new pattern of thinking (new meaning-new brain circuits))
- Require jump to a new context, in a new pattern of thinking.
- Have to see a new gestalt of meaning and the new context that makes sense of that gestalt

Dea “Story”
- 2001 Medical Holistic Clinic for Cancer
- 2002-2004 Quantum Biofeedback
- Nest conflict
- 2006 Stop Quantum Biofeedback
- Remission
- 2007 Quantum Biofeedback
- Recurrence Nest Conflict
Healing in the Quantum World Responds to a Set of Laws & Archetypes

The greater the degree of consciousness (information) the more we will be able to control indeterminacy. (Feedback)

Consciousness, Life Force, & Intelligence

- Entropy: The tendency of all living things to reach lower and lower levels of energetic output and eventually fail.
- Syntropy: The tendency of all living things to reach higher levels of energetic output and consequently transform.

Consciousness & Intelligence

- The higher vibratory frequencies permeate the lower.
- The lower frequencies do not permeate the higher.
- The lower vibratory frequencies are a differentiation of the higher vibratory frequencies.
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The higher vibratory frequencies permeate the lower.
The lower frequencies do not permeate the higher.
The lower vibratory frequencies are a differentiation of the higher vibratory frequencies.
The Template of Signature

Vital Body?

Morphogenetic Fields
(Blueprints or Body Plans)
+
Mode of their
Quantum Movements
(Feeling & Chakras)
Quantum model to understand the movement of subtle energies in relation with the morphogenetic fields.
The Quantum Healer will address healing at many levels: where the highest permeate the lowest

- Wholeness (Bliss)
- Supramental
- Metal Body
- Vital Body
- Physical: Cure

Source of Healing

God Light-True Light-Spiritual Essence of Fire
- Wholeness (Bliss): World of felicity
- Supra-Mental: World of Astral
- Mental body: World of Mind-Astral
- Vital Body: World of Sub Atomic
- Physical: World of the Cells

Source of Healing

God Light-True Light-Spiritual Essence of Fire
- Wholeness (Bliss): Contemplation-Meditation-Prayer-Art of Divine Light
- Supra-Mental: Unconscious Processing
- Mental Body: Mind Technique
- Vital Body: Zen Frame...
- Physical: Live food-Yoga-Breath Exercise-Ta Chi
Consciousness, Intelligence and purposefulness

- The information source guiding the growth of our bodies
- A blue print of the world for all time
- Consciousness is the force, rather than genes or germs, that finally determines whether we are healthy or ill
- The force which must be tapped in order to heal
- A fundamental truth is our relationship with it
- The field (Consciousness) as Einstein once succinctly put it, is the only Reality

There is a subspace of consciousness imposing a structure onto the basic elements of our physical universe

Einstein and Bohr were both right. There is an apparent indeterminate quality of this universe but it responds to consciousness

Quantum Healing & Invisible Patterns

To study only the chemistry of the body (the physical "stuff") while ignoring the "empty" (field) part may give us a very distorted view

Consciousness & Information “Dr Tyler

Understand how feelings, emotions, thoughts, patterns of behavior, unconscious patterns of conditioning, that move the subtle morphogenetic fields and related to Consciousness?

The I Ching symbols are the oldest quantum model: In every symbol is encrypted the origin of imbalance and the wisdom to solve it
Healing & Consciousness

- The Morphic resonance (congruence) with the bliss-body could be also affected by spiritual conflict
- Congruence can be observe also at all levels (supramental, mental-physical)
- When Lasers (meridian) and their fibers optic are imbalance by wrong thoughts, emotions or sentiments they progressively degenerated in conflict.

Ego to Quantum Self Awareness: Shift the Movement of Chakra

- Ego conditioning, Mode of Contraction
- Self creativity, Mode of awareness

Discovery of the Neuropeptides (Chopra)

- Body is fluid enough to match the mind
- The neuropeptides isn’t a thought, but it moves with thought, serving as a point of transformation
- The material body is a river of atoms, the mind is a river of thought and what hold them together is a river of intelligence (Consciousness)

Universe non local

- In other words, all objects and events in the cosmos are inter-connected with one another and respond to one another’s change of state. “Bell theorem” 1964
- Earlier “When the electron vibrates, the universe shakes” Sir Arthur Eddington
- There is an “invisible field” that holds all of reality together, a field that possesses the property of knowing what is happening everywhere at once.
- This invisible field sounds very much the underlying intelligence in the DNA (much like the mind)

There is no straight-line connection between a non material thought and a material object

The U shape shows that a process has to take place that is not above the line (quantic)

As with the neuropeptide, the quantum allowed nature to become flexible enough to permit the inexplicable transformation of non matter into matter, time into space, mass into energy

The subatomic Tango (or two universe in a cybernetic loop)

- “All elementary particles interact with each other by exchanging energy through other quantum particles which are believed to appear out of nowhere (interface)
- Combining and annihilating each other
- The particles generated during this brief moment are known as ‘virtual particles’
- This subatomic tango, however brief, when added across the Universe, give rise to enormous energy, more than is contained in all matter in all the world” The Field McTaggart
Healing and Tangled Hierarchy...

"From behind the scene, consciousness, through the illusion of a tangled hierarchy in quantum measurement, is becoming both, the subject and the object..."

- Dr G

Healing and Tangled Hierarchy...

In the relationship of Quantum Doctor & Client, Healer & Healee the hierarchy disappears….the client becomes the mirror of the healer...

Taoist & Ayurvedic Medicine contains the mystery of Health

Chakras are places in our physical bodies where we feel vital energy localized when we are experiencing a feeling

- If you are an intellectual:
- You will feel your energy in the top of your head (crown chakra)
- I your more in a loving mood..
- ...heart chakra

Quantum Consciousness & Chakras

Feelings are experience of the Chakra’s vital energy - the movements of your morphogenetic fields, which are correlated with the organs of which they are the blueprint/source.

Chakra Medicine within Consciousness
Chakras & Vital Body Function, Organs, & Glands

- **Crown chakra**: Self-knowledge, Neocortex, pineal.
- **Brown chakra**: Evolution Intuitive energy, Midbrain, Hind brain, eyes, pituitary.
- **Throat chakra**: Self expression : Lungs (Volume Voice)/Speech organs, Throat, Thyroid.
- **Heart chakra**: Self distinction (me and not me): Heart, Thymus – Immunity.
- **Navel chakra**: Anabolism, Stomach, Spleen, Liver, Gallbladder, small intestine, pancreas.
- **Sex chakra**: Reproduction, uterus, prostate, ovaries, and testis.
- **Root chakra**: Eliminations organs, catabolism, large intestine, Kidney, bladder, Adrenal.

Chakras & Dominants Feelings

- **Crown chakra**: Satisfaction (in) & Despair (out).
- **Brown chakra**: Clarity and understanding (in) & Confusion (out).
- **Throat chakra**: Exultation of freedom of speech (in) & Frustration (out).
- **Heart chakra**: Romance & Universal love (in) & Fell loss, grief, hurt and Jealousy (out).
- **Navel chakra**: Pride and Self-worth (in) & anger, unworthiness, resentment (out).
- **Sex chakra**: Sexuality and Amour (in) & Unfulfilled Lust (out).
- **Root chakra**: Selfish Rootedness, survival-oriented competitiveness (energy move in, increasing) & Fear (energy out, depleting).

Organs-Glands-Chakra-Dominants-Feeling

- **Neocortex, Pineal**: Satisfaction & Despair (Crown).
- **Midbrain, Hindbrain, Pituitary**: Clarity & Confusion (Brow).
- **Thyroid**: Exultation & Frustration (Throat).
- **Heart/Thymus**: Romance & Jealousy (Heart).
- **Stomach, Spleen, Pancreas, Liver, Gallbladder, Small Intestine**: Pride & Unworthiness (Navel).
- **Sex, Reproductive Organs**: Sexuality-Love & Lust (Sex).
- **Eliminations Organs: Large Intestine, Kidney, Bladder, Adrenal**: Rootedness & Fear (Root).
Stomach / Spleen Pancreas

Intelligent Pathways:

Points of Enlightenment (Kouas-Marvelous vessels)

- Touel-Lake—Compassion (C3)
- Souen-Wind—Forgiveness-Generosity (T4)
- Ken-Mountain-Tone Decision Making (T1)
- Tshen-Thunder—Wisdom-Roun (L5 - S1)
- Li (Lighting-Courage-Ta-tam) - Coccyx
- Khien-Sky: Power of Manifestation (T 1)
- Lo-Principle of Life Deep intelligence (T5)
- Khan (Rain-Water-Communion-Pro) (T 7)
- Khouen-Life Force—Sexual Energy L 2
- Sonen-Source of desire S 2-3
The “Shadowy” Imprint

“The miasm is the internalized shadow of a greater disease: which its own strong essence, such a disease has imprinted itself upon the vital force. The shadow it leaves behind is, therefore, a shadow in the vital force”

Miasms : “Tain” or contaminate

Disturbances are factors hidden or “locked” deep in the elements of the “oscillatory terrain” or “Field,” masked as common conditions.

Knowing the essence of archetype (supra-mental), the Quantum Doctor
has access to the positive information to unlock the movement of Prana-Chi

Spiritual Awakening: Creatively transforming the conditioning movement of prana-Chi at the chakras & meridians.

• The conditioned movements of Prana-Chi at the chakra & Meridians, together with the conditioned movement of the mind that we call our habits patterns, comprise our ego-character.

• This character is a persona, a very self -oriented one: it’s a mask that hide our true self.: the Quantum Self

Potential movement of Prana through Creativity

• With the conditioned movement of prana associated with the conditioned feeling stated, at each chakra there is a potential movement: we realize this potential through quantum creativity.

Quantum Medicine: Positive Health

In Quantum Medicine, the Quantum Doctor has to facilitate the transcendence of the ego-character to the emergence of the Quantum Self.

% of Quantum Collapse: Chakra Medicine is about the Full potentiality of the representation of the function of the Chakra

Ego Romance: 59 %
Self universal Love: 23%
Grief: 10%
Jealousy: 8%
Heart Chakra

- Consciousness Medicine is about creatively transforming the conditioned movement of chi-prana at the organ-meridians-Marvelous vessels-Kouas-Chakra from Ego-character to a Quantum-self personality.
- Along with the conditioned movement of chi-prana are associated the conditioned feelings-emotions (chakra-meridians), and conditioned movement of the mind (habit-patterns).

Base Chakra RED

- Constipation.
- Diarrhea.
- Piles.
- Colitis.
- Crohn’s disease
- Cold fingers and toes.
- Frequency of urination.
- Hypertension (high blood pressure).
- Kidney stones.
- Impotence.
- Problems with hips, legs and feet.

Root Chakra

Sex Chakra
Sex Chakra ORANGE

- Pre-menstrual syndrome.
- Problems with menstrual flow.
- Uterine fibroids.
- Ovarian cysts.
- Endometriosis.
- Testicular disease
- Impotence.
- Prostatic disease.
- Low back pain.

Solar Plexus Chakra YELLOW

- Diabetes.
- Pancreatitis.
- Liver disease.
- Gastric & Peptic ulcer.
- Coeliac's disease.
- Gall stones.
- Irritable Bowel
- Hiatal hernia

Navel Chakra

Heart Chakra
Heart Chakra GREEN

- Heart diseases.
- Diseases of the Immune System for example, Aids and ME (myalgia, encephalomyelitis, sometimes referred to as chronic fatigue syndrome or post viral syndrome).
- Other problems related to the immune system, allergies and cancer of the breast.

Throat Chakra BLUEx

- Anorexia nervosa
- Asthma.
- Bronchitis.
- Hearing problems.
- Thyroid problems - over active/under active.
- Tinnitus (tinnitus may also be connected to problems with the brow chakra).
- Problems of the upper digestive tract.
- Mouth ulcers.
- Sore throats.
- Tonsillitis.

Brow Chakra
Brow Chakra INDIGO

- Tension headache.
- Migraine.
- Visual defects.
- Short-sightedness.
- Long-sightedness.
- Glaucoma.
- Cataracts.
- Catarrh.
- Sinus problems.
- Some ear problems.

Crown Chakra

The Color Violet/Purple

- Depression.
- Parkinson's disease.
- Schizophrenia.
- Epilepsy.
- Senile dementia.
- Alzheimer's.
- Many mental disorders.
- Confusion.
- Dizziness, and even just feeling as if one has a muzzy head.

Genetics: Past & Future

The body of this traveler is impeded by the mistakes of the past.

His ivory sheath is enclosed in a thin veil, keeping from him the secrets of his lineage. He is silent, detached from the previous body. His wings are beautiful . . .

Every incarnation passes with a different view on life, rediscovering the Beloved One who cannot be identified. If this time around, he/she is more accepting of the ever-changing play of life, the rainbow body becomes a little more luminous.
DNA is constantly transferring messages from the quantum world to ours, trying new bits of intelligence to new bits of matter.

Research has shown the profound effects of the relaxation response (diaphragmatic breathing, body scan, mantra and mindfulness meditation) on the expression of genes in red blood cells. Analyses showed that 1000 - 2000 genes involved in cellular metabolism, oxidative phosphorylation, generation of reactive oxygen species and response to oxidative stress changed their expression during relaxation response. “Dr. Dorit Elisabeth Schuller” Portugal Genomic Counter-Stress Changes Induced by the Relaxation Response

Jeffery A. Dusek1,2,3,6., Hasan H. Otu3,4., Ann L. Wohlhueter1, Manoj Bhasin3,4. Luiz F. Zerbini3,4, Marie G.Joseph4, Herbert Benson1,3,5*, Towia A. Libermann3,4*

Factors of Incomplete: Quantum Healing

- Reshuffling of previously known programs of the mind leading to an adaptation of the new situation and healing.(situational creativity)
- Participant not observant enough to note the specialness of the creative moment
- Manifestation is not completed (life style-Brain circuit)

How do we to open up to creativity in the vital body to a Quantum leap?

- 1 - Preparation:
  - Purity of intention
  - Slow down the vital body which has to heal and to create an openness and receptivity toward feelings.

1- Preparation:

A. Set up Intention
B. Slow down the vital body
C. Listening the client
D. Create an atmosphere of receptivity

A - The Quality of Intention

- What are the factors that influence Intention?
- The numbers of clients?
- Entanglement?
- Quality of intent?
- About (set up your own intent)

B) Slow Down the Vital Body

- All modalities about relaxation in Quantum Biofeedback:
  - Sympathetic & Parasympathetic
  - Relaxing programs (biofeedback, Hypnosis, NLP)
  - From main test search for anxiety products or relation

Mind-Body Technique

- Hypnosis, self hypnosis, visualization, meditation
- Help to slow down (more reshuffling old contexts-situational)
- Quantum healing can’t happen at the mind at itself (leap in the Supramental)

2 - Unconscious Processing (Incubation):

- New techniques of vital body medicine (Quantum biofeedback, chakra medicine, acupuncture,)
- Healed use unlearned stimuli to generate uncollapsed possibility waves at the vital and supramental (which guide the vital) levels
- In our ego we can’t choose from these possibilities

A. Evaluation (Listening-Proper meaning-potentiality-real agenda)
B. Emotion & Trivector (emotional make up)
C. Core of the disease through unconscious reactivity

Evaluation
Know Thyself:
Listening is the Key

Quantum Medicine:
In the processing phase, there is an evaluation of the client as a whole being

3 - Sudden Insight: Revolution

- Connection of the Psyche & Disease (dissolving)
- Waiting for the supramental intelligence to descend and create the same kind of revolution at the feeling level as the creative insight at the mental level
- Next effect of the quantum leap, is the coming into existence of new blueprints to help consciousness to rebuild –regenerate the used-disease organs

Biological Conflicts & New Quantum Medicine

“When the mental movement has gone unbalanced and reshuffling of old, learned context is unable to change a mental habit, time to let go of mind and leap for the supramental”

Goswami
“When vital energy movement is similarly unbalanced and the vital blueprint is faulty, it is to leap into the supramental and create a new blueprint of the desired vital function”

Goswami

Insight: or Quantum Leap that guide the creative Transformation

- Next effect of the quantum leap, will be the coming into existence of new blueprints to help consciousness to rebuild –regenerate the used-disease organs

Manifestation is not complete with only the rebuilding of the physical representation (software) needed for proper functioning of the organ involved

- The manifestation has to be brought to the transformative universal quality of the chakra-Meridian

4 - Manifestation: A Radical decision

A. How to install health definitively
B. How to maintain the momentary collapse that has happened in the Insight

Mental representation of the supramental (Not Permanent)

- Because of the quantum uncertainty, the mind is not capable of making a permanent of the mental representation (the meaning that your mind puts on your particular experience)
- Archetype-symbol are mental secondary representation of a supramental experience

One more challenge?
Definitive Healing

- Your mental meaning will rarely be the same as somebody else’s mental meaning of an archetype experience.
- The Quantum Doctor has to refine his listening about what is intuit by the healed.

Quantum Biofeedback: New possibilities for consciousness to choose

Manifestation: egoic expression of feelings are transformed into universal expression
• Key to anchor the new blueprint (associate with new meanings and new contexts)
• Recurrent biofeedback sessions will create neurological pathways to allow new representation in the physical body

21 days to install a new morphogenetic field

• A) NLP & Anchoring
• B) Anchor the experience of awakening
• C) Meditation & Visualization & Affirmations
• D) Support group
• E) Quantum Biofeedback non local

Brain & light

• Gerwich found that brain tissue sends out more electromagnetic radiation than any other cell he could isolate.
• Quantic action is photon-dependent, as a photon makes up the basic quanta of energy that allows anything to happen.

Positive health is achieved when the Physical-Vital-Mental-Supramental are in tune, in congruence with the core source. At that point Positive Health will be expressed

Supramental Mind ↔ Physical Bliss-Body

Positive Heath: a state of health within the reach of all of us…available only if we are ready to pursue creatively the domain of vital energy of consciousness

• Positive mental health radiate positive emotions
• People of positive and radiant health among us in whose presence we feel vitality and unexplained tingles in the body, lightness seems to permeate the body, and joy bubbles up

Critical Point: Nonlinear systems behave in a regular, orderly, cyclical way until something sets them off (critical Point).

Then another bench mark may be passed, and they’ll return to order again

Nonlinear systems behave nonlinearly because they are so webbed with positive feedback that the slightest twitch anywhere may become amplified into an unexpected convulsion or transformation

The Secret of the Amplified Small

• In a chaotic system, everything is connected, through negative and positive feedback, to everything else
• So somewhere in the real world one of those butterfly loop is pushing a front or changing temperature
• …the total feedback begins to amplify the small into the large, and suddenly the unpredictable takes place

Butterfly Power

An ancient Chinese proverb says that the power of a butterfly’s wings can be felt on the other side of the world

Edward Lorenz, a meteorologist considered one of the founders of chaos theory

Simple model of weather prediction (wind speed, air pressure, temperature)
Collapse

- Collapse means the change from possibility into actuality
- Collapse is the causal power of consciousness
  “Goswami”

The perfect movement or full collapse of wave possibility of Quantum Consciousness

The Quantum Doctor intent to harmonize the client supramental with the mental and vital bodies...but also tune the supramental with the inner source....to allow the full potentiality .....